TOP 30 ECONOMIC LITERATURE REVIEW TOPICS
1. The effects of the recession on advertising
2. Do the benefits of college still outweigh the costs on average?
3. Globalization and its impact on an industry of your choice
4. Small scale industries in developing nations
5. The economic effect of GMOs
6. Should minimum wage be a living wage?
7. The effect of student debt on the economy
8. An analysis of welfare reform issues
9. The Trickle-down effect: fact or myth?
10. Are our economic resources distributed appropriately to our needs?
11. The economic relationship between “first world” and “third world” countries
12. Has the 2008 market collapse passed or are we still in recession?
13. Scarcity: is it real and does it imply tradeoffs or redistribution of wealth?
14. Marginal analysis: a good way of making decisions, or not?
15. Health care prices and the economy
16. Environmental concerns vs economic concerns: how can they be reconciled?
17. Banks or credit unions – which is better for the economy and the consumer?
18. Do we need banks?
19. Should private property be capped?
20. How will minimum wage raises impact the economy?
21. The economic choices of those in poverty
22. The economics of disease and death
23. Can large charities solve real problems?
24. Why is the world economy downslliding despite quantitative easing?
25. Is poverty inevitable?
26. Is the world food crisis a lack of food or a lack of proper infrastructure for distribution?
27. The impact of privatization in a particular field on economic markets
28. Government spending and economic growth
29. What is hegemony and what are the causes?
30. Economics of pharmaceutical market